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Policy Ploybook on Automated Support for Decision-making - DRAFT 

What is the srnpe of activities this playbook targets? 

This policy targets automated systems that support, in whole or in part, administrative decisions. This 

includes systems that: classify cases according to the level of scrutiny they require; flag cases for human 

review or investigation; provide recommendations about whether applications should be approved; or 

render complete decisions. The business rules applied by automated systems that support decision-making 

could be derived from sophisticated data analytics, or from interviews with experienced officers - what 

matters is that these systems take up a new role in IRCC's decision-making model. Analytics-based rules are a 

particular focus within this policy, especially if machine learning is involved. 

This policy does not cover all types of automation. Routine process automation, such as the programming of 

computers to accomplish repetitive clerical tasks formerly done by humans, is out of scope. So too are 

systems that merely help to divide our collective caseload between networks, offices or officers for the 

purpose of efficiency. If the automation does not play a role in helping IRCC to reach an administrative 

decision that affects a client, it is not of primary concern in this policy. However, staff are encouraged to 

carefully consider whether automation that seems removed from final decisions may inadvertently 

contribute to an approval or a refusal. 

What shape does the playbook take? 

Full spectrum support for ethical conduct means having both a code of personal ethics and a set of 

institutional ethics, In terms of personal ethics, nothing new is needed. The existing Values and Ethics Code 

for the Public Sector is domain-agnostic (i.e. it already applies equally to accountants doing internal audits as 

it does to data scientists developing machine learning systems). The code's five core values of respect for 

democracy, respect for people, integrity, stewardship and excellence provide a sound and enduring basis for 

IRCC's innovators to make decisions about how to comport themselves ethically and professionally. 

With respect to institutional ethics, a set of guiding principles is proposed in Part I. As a general rule, 

principles do not identify specific courses of action, but instead serve as a basis for decision-making when 

people find themselves in new territory, confronting novel problems. By disseminating the guiding 

principles in Part I, IRCC hopes to see its data scientists, program designers and policy developers inspired, 

trained and empowered to prioritize ethical considerations in the development of automated support for 

decision-making systems. In particular, they provide guidance to the Department as a whole and its senior 

managers, who are ultimately accountable for the results of automated systems and for creating a workplace 

that fosters responsible use of technology. Reflecting upon and openly discussing the wider impacts of the 

Department's innovative work can only help to ensure that it consistently supports the public good. 

The principles presented in this policy are designed as a companion to the more concrete guide contained in 

Part II. The Automator's Handbook guides IRCC staff through the primary questions that need to be 

considered at various stages of a project: (1) when exploring automated support for decision-making as a 

possible solution to the problem at hand, (2) when designing a new system, (3) when preparing to launch, 

and (4) once an automated system is up and running. The handbook is geared toward individuals involved in 

developing and implementing automated systems that support decision-making. This may include data 

scientists, program and policy specialists, privacy experts, IT, and operational staff. 

The Playbook covers additional chapters including an overview of legal considerations and practical tips to 

align with administrative, human rights and privacy law (Part !!!) and baseline privacy requirements (Part 

IV). The policy concludes with a checklist to support compliance with the Directive on Automated Decision

Making (Part V), and a glossary of key terms. 

Questions or comments about the Playbook? Contact lRCC's Digital Policy team in the Strategic Policy and 

Planning Branch: IRCC.Digital-Numerigue.lRCC@cic.gc.ca. 
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